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Business activities
Three Crowns Stables focuses on breeding & training talented show
jumpers to the highest possible level. We also offer our expertise and
personal guidance in the purchase and sale of jumping horses.
Training
We are refining rough talents into high quality sport horses.
We have years of experience in training all kinds of young horses
successfully up to Grand Prix level.
Trading
Finding the right horses for the right riders. Finding the perfect
match. Are you looking for your next superstar? Let us assist you in
finding the perfect horse.
Breeding
The aim of the breeding program is to produce a modern, athletic and
intelligent horse. The basis for this is focused on top quality
broodmares with good pedigrees.

Gallery

Biography
Three Crowns Stables has been established in 2017 in Hengelo, the Netherlands by David Ljungcrantz.
From that moment on, Megan - then still in the background - was also involved with the company.
From 2021 they decided to join forces and Megan became co-owner

DAVID LJUNGCRANTZ

MEGAN LJUNGCRANTZ-OUDE GROENIGER

David grew up in a horse family
in Hyby Sweden. His mom was
a dressage rider whilst his father
was breeding horses. David has
been riding for as long as he can
remember. David emigrated to
Germany where he gained a lot
of experience riding for the
biggest names such as for
Beerbaum and Schockemohle.
Thanks to this period, David has
acquired all the expertise to
successfully train young horses
to Grand Prix level. All the
above has provided him with
many contacts worldwide and
therefore a network at the
highest level.

From an early age equestrian
sports have always been a major
part of her life. This resulted in
a successful show jumping
career at (inter-) national level.
She gained all-round work
experience in her father's
internationally operating
company, Silk-ka. After
obtaining her master's degree in
Psychology Megan started her
own practice specializing in
trauma processing & mental
coaching athletes. Nowadays
she and her husband David are
running TCS were Megan is
responsible for the operational
and financial management.

REFERENCES
The finest selection of the horses sold by Three Crowns Stables

BALOÉ HP
Sold to John Madden Sales / Katherine Strauss

SILVERSTONE G
Sold to Laura Klaphake (GER)

DRAGON WL
Sold to the Royal Stable Unit of Thailand

CONTACT
Eppenzolderveldweg 194
7482 SB, Haaksbergen
The Netherlands
David +31638196984
Megan +31655157248
threecrownsstables@gmail.com

